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[cycle] [re] [cycle]

my mother comes back as a bar of soap—the bar that floats—face up or face down in this 
world—what does it matter—there is the shape of her floating—weight of the bar—halo 
of suds—bleeding foam ⌁ my mother comes back as a bar of soap and someone is shaving 
at a motel mirror—the cake is thin in the middle—a piece of glass—lens of fog—a sad 
moon—still wet—palmed in the glass—her half face ghosting ⌁ my mother comes back 
as a bar of soap in a book by Frances Ponge—comes back as frog and fish—blue cloud 
of evanescence—if she is egg and dab—let it be so—if she is almond—let it be so—let 
her be gown ⌁ my mother comes back as a bar of soap and a child is crying—there is 
soap in the eyes—there is stinging—stubborn dirt—a scalloped ear ⌁ my mother comes 
back as a bar of soap carved into a jailhouse gun—bright O of the barrel—rubbed-in 
shoe black—it is difficult—the equations—insurrection—resurrection—marriage ⌁ my 
mother comes back as a bar of soap from Bed Bath & Beyond—olive and green tea 
butter—double-wrapped—or triple milled in lotus blossom—it is not too late—ever—
for her to steal away ⌁ my mother comes back as a bar of soap and no one is watching—
no one is bathing—there is corrosion in the tiny platform curved like a hand and a film 
like hurt clouds near the sink’s rim ⌁ my mother comes back as a bar of soap that is 
more Body Kantina than a cut of fudge—Nature’s Kiss—a bar of fragrance—there is a 
scarf in the room—there is melt and pour—her low flame purling—flecked with volcano
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[Becoming Zero]

  after Helen Money’s “Rift” 

minimalistic  distorted frac-
tured in an aftermath 

Money rakes   a cello
with a thumb pick   then pounds 

two strings until   they thrum
fade  cutting 

a shape    in the air
she has eaten  so much

electricity in this life

she might as well   kick it forward
with a pedal   emotion

in the howl   because it loops
and drones    feedback

above a stillness   above silence
when my mother died  I had

in my possession  her living phone
preferences     ticking

like cicadas  dropping 
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out of the ether  in unread
mail     cello fat 

in the room   like that Buddha

who has subsumed   the world
I was surrounded  and

sentimental    in the refuse
grief   or what I thought

was grief    swiping
back and forth   like debit’s

plectrum  is there a pin
number for all the things  I left

unsaid  her clean white

womanly years  tremblingly
young again   how they seize

the lonesome in me her dying
just a cello’s arched back

in a sea of loss  and

reverberation   all she ever
bought   wrapped fine

and floating   some of it
still unopened  when I cleared

 



the condo  and now this Rift
again  this riff

television (I watch while

I sort)   raking the scene
it’s the wild dogs   of Zambia

the whole pack   risking
fracture  to down

a wildebeest   their 
beautiful loping  lathered

teeth  saying this is
tribal   come run with us

and so the cello   runs

hunting   the drone runs
tracking the open plain  of their

hunger  On Demand
so there is a record  on demand

because I had to watch it  twice
the dogs set on stun  mother’s

phone on stun  still ravenous

it wants  soft new sweaters
earrings   a wristwatch
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the dogs their death  the son

in the room  a shape in the air
that wrecks the instrument

that births it   and the song
that plumbs  his grief

is just  a human face

again   cut with silence
untethered of all  its coin

and if that’s what the dogs
bark  and if that’s what the phone sings

my pretty little zero  I will listen
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